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A book for lovers of all things Italian -- an homage to the city of Trieste.This history-drenched city
on the Adriatic has always tantalized Jan Morris with its moodiness and changeability. After
visiting Trieste for more than half a century, she has come to see it as a touchstone for her
interests and preoccupations: cities, seas, empires. It has even come to reflect her own life in its
loves, disillusionments, and memories. Her meditation on Trieste is characteristically layered
with history and glows with stories of famous visitors from James Joyce to Sigmund Freud.A
lyrical travelogue, Trieste and the Meaning of Nowhere is also superb cultural history and the
culmination of a singular career -- "an elegant and bittersweet farewell" (Boston Globe).

From Library JournalAn opening quote from Wallace Stevens "I was the world in which I walked,
and what I saw or heard or felt came not but from myself" sets the tone of this philosophical
travel memoir. Morris, who has declared this book her last, is the author of more than 30 books
(e.g., Last Letters from Hav), an honorary D. Litt. from the University of Wales, and a fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature. In this love letter to Trieste a city she has grown to love over the years
and never got tired of exploring Morris looks back on her life. She recalls first coming to Trieste
as a soldier [male] in World War II and discusses the impact the city's way of life has had on her
own philosophy of life. Each chapter begins with a philosophical quote stating its theme and
setting the atmosphere. Morris is not only skilled at vividly describing townspeople and buildings
in a way that brings Trieste to life, but she also successfully balances the personal with the
historical by providing references to both history and literature. Intriguing and fun to read, this is
recommended for public libraries. Stephanie Papa, Baltimore Cty. Circuit Court Law Lib.,
MDCopyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review* The highly regarded Welsh biographer
and travel writer insists that this is her last book, which, if true, means that Morris is going out
with a bang. In writing about the Italian city of Trieste, she shows to shimmering advantage her
singular skill at evoking place. Morris visited and familiarized herself with Trieste several
decades ago, and she remained haunted by it. What made her recent return trip there so
particularly poignant was that Trieste's evident and deep-seated sense of the past corresponded
with Morris' own personal sense of the passage of time: of "lost consequence and faded power."
As she walks the streets of modern Trieste, her keen sense of history guides her. No matter
where Morris perambulates in today's Trieste--no matter what modern structures loom before
her--she is still most sensitive to the "imperial breezes" that sweep out of history from back when
Trieste, then part of the Austrian empire, was transformed from a fishing town into Austria's only
international seaport and the quarters of the imperial Austrian navy. Contemporary Trieste is a
place of "uneasy" climate, a community seeking a new purpose, and a spot with a checkered



sense of nationality. For Morris, it is also a city where, more so than any other place she's known,
she "remembers lost times, lost chances, lost friends." Most important for her devoted readers,
she articulates her feelings about it in sublime prose. Brad HooperCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The
New YorkerWhat gives a city its character? What is the quality of its attractions? A century ago,
Trieste was the major port of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; now it is attempting to remake itself
as a vibrant center of science and tourism in northern Italy. But in her forty-fifth—and, she
claims, last—book Morris fondly describes Trieste as "the capital of nowhere," arguing that the
city's very name connotes "the visceral, the surreal, the lonely, the hypochondriac, the self-
centred and the affectionate." The noted Welsh travel writer and transsexual, who first visited
Trieste as a young soldier in 1946 and last as an elderly woman, plumbs the mysteries of the
city's melancholy, and the result is a meditation on the locus of the self and its confabulation of
psychic history and accidents of geography.Copyright © 2005 The New Yorker --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The best book written in the 21st century." -- The
Boston Globe, 10/11/2006 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One: A City Down the HillIf you come to it
by car over the Karst, all the same, Trieste looks perfectly self-explanatory. The road crosses the
border out of Slovenia and reaches the village of Opicina, where the plateau abruptly falls away
through pine-woods towards the sea. There, a tall obelisk marks the beginning of the city. It was
erected in 1830 to commemorate the completion of the first proper highroad across the Karst,
connecting Vienna with its seaport on the Adriatic. Now the monument is peeling and neglected,
and its setting is suburban, but when it was new, it told the grateful traveller that his journey
across the wasteland was over, and he was reaching a haven of imperial order -- an up-to-date
Mediterranean outpost of the empire of the Habsburgs. The young Austrian Archduke Ferdinand
Joseph Maximilian came this way in 1850 and thought the Karst a cursed desert, but he saw the
distant appearance of the obelisk as a symbol of hope, and urged his coachman to get a move
on.For me an element of hope is the essence of cityness, and when I see a city in the distance,
out of the open country, I always get a move on myself. The more isolated the city, the more
hopeful, because then it offers a more spectacular contrast to the bucolic world outside. Until
lately the cycle of the countryside was regular and foreseeable, governed by the seasons and
the primeval needs of agriculture: the harvests came and went, the lambs were born and
slaughtered, sowing and reaping, calving and hay-making -- day after day, year after year, the
dutiful round proceeded. All being well, there were no surprises. Even the advent of silage and
artificial fertilizers, even the prospect of genetic interference, has not yet freed rural living from its
age-old routines. Winter or summer, rain or shine, sharp at six o'clock every morning of his life
my neighbour Alwyn Parry drives up our lane in his pickup to prepare the cows for milking.But
the city! There matters change by the hour, and people too. The city bursts with ideas as with
traffic, a swirl of newness and surprise. Who can be bored in a city? If you are tired of one activity
you can try something else, change your job, take your custom to another restaurant. Most



human progress has been engendered in cities. While the farmer ploughed his same old furrow,
supervised by priest and landlord, and succeeded when the time came by sons and grandsons,
away in the city people were devising new ways of living, dressing, thinking, eating and
believing. "Had I but plenty of money" the poet said (Browning again)/"Money enough and to
spare/The house for me, no doubt, were a house in a city square./Ah, such a life, such a life, as
one leads at the window there!" I agree with him, lifelong country-dweller though I am. In our own
times urbanism has begun to overwhelm the rural way of things, but there is still enough
disparity between town and country to make me prod my postilion when I see a city down the
hill....Surreal? Hypochondriac? Subliminal? Surely not. Our first sight of Trieste from the Opicina
obelisk, high on the ridge above the city limits, is as reassuring now as it was in Maximilian's
time. The city sprawls before us apparently explicit and composed, and its setting is superb. If
the weather is fine we can see it all, there and then, like a diagram of its history. Trieste lies
around two bays, the bay of Trieste to the north, the bay of Muggia to the south, separated by a
promontory -- The Promontory, Triestini used to call it. The coastline stretches away towards
Split and Croatia one way, towards Venice and Italy the other, with the blue hilly outline of Istria to
the south, the flat shore of Friuli-Venezia Giulia to the north and west. Often this tremendous
scene is blurred -- by rain or fog in the winter, by heat-haze in the high summer -- but sometimes
it is almost preternaturally clear, and then one can fancy a flash of sunshine from the golden
domes of San Marco in Venice, seventy miles away across the waters.On a little hill below us,
beside Trieste's northern bay, stands the original walled settlement of the city, known to the
Illyrians, the Romans and the Venetians. It has a cathedral and a citadel upon its summit, a
Roman amphitheatre in its flank, and its medieval tumble of streets is still recognizable, running
down to the waterfront -- the pattern of the small fortified port that grew out of Tergeste, and was
perhaps rather like a less formidable Dubrovnik. Nowadays Trieste's Old City is partly obliterated
by modern development, partly dingy with age, partly prettied up, and has lost most of its ancient
pride; but beside and around it, overpowering its consequence, is the city the Habsburgs built as
their imperial port.The prospect of this other Trieste, much of it gleaming new in Maximilian's
day, must have cheered him up with its promise of white tablecloths and decent beds. This was
a universal compensation of imperialism, and his contemporaries in British India found their
spirits similarly rising when their trains drew into Bombay or Lahore out of the endless Indian
plains. "See you at the Club!" they cried to each other in relief, as they hurried off to their hansom
cabs, and Maximilian, after a look at the view from the Obelisk (which still gets a capital O in
Trieste), doubtless hastened back to his carriage, shuffling the leaves from his boots, in the
same expectant frame of mind. There in the lee of a wilderness Habsburg Trieste was built, in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with all urban refinements. Its design was logical, its
buildings were substantial, its streets were spacious, its manner was amply complacent, for it
was a mercantile city, a port city, built for the job. It was not primarily concerned with politics,
grace or leisure, like its architectural contemporaries St. Petersburg, Calcutta or Bath. Hard work
and enterprise were its hallmarks, but its builders knew that creature comfort was next to



profitability. It was a thoroughly modern and efficient urban machine.Today both old and new
Trieste are invested by industrial works and nondescript suburbs of the last century, but from
Opicina an imaginative eye can still see their first relationship -- an imperial relationship again,
one settlement vastly dominating the other. The one is still cramped beneath its castle,
vestigially walled: the other confidently faces the sea, with quays and jetties all along its
waterfront, a grand splash of a piazza opening directly upon the Adriatic, and a lighthouse on a
mole enclosing the harbour. The little medieval town has a certain delicacy to its muddle; the big
Habsburg city has no subtlety, only measured swank. From one you might hear the music of
lutes and madrigals, from the other oom-pah-pah. For a contemporary parallel you have only to
go down the holiday coast into Croatia, where proud old Venetian cities are awash in concrete
hotels and camping sites: but again the contrast would be familiar enough to officers of British
India, because the complex alleys of castellan Trieste stand amidst the symmetry of the Austrian
city rather like an Indian bazaar town beside a neat and whitewashed cantonment of the Raj.Yet
time and setting have made a unity of them (as they often have of the bazaar and the
cantonment, and even of the camp-sites and the campaniles). At the start of the twenty-first
century there are few modern structures down there, by the standards of most European cities.
Trieste was not badly damaged by the wars, and high-rise buildings are rare -- local guidebooks
call a six-storey structure a grattacielo, a skyscraper. If we look selectively enough towards the
city centre we still see much of what Maximilian saw, except that in his day the northern bay
down there, the bay of Trieste, was massed with masts and riggings, and there were ships tied
up at all those jetties, steamboats coming and going and wagons rumbling along cobbled piers.
"All motion and animation," Maximilian thought it then. If a warship of the Imperial Navy sailed in
she was greeted with a gun-salute from the castle, and a muffled echo would reach up here to
the Obelisk itself.Today that bay is more subdued. Farther away from us a new port has arisen,
around the promontory in Muggia bay, and we can see tankers and container vessels moored
there, or coming in and out: but immediately below us the central waterfront of Trieste, during a
few grand generations the sea-gate of an empire, is likely to be without any ships at all.Copyright
© 2001 by Jan Morris--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJan
Morris has written more than thirty books of travel, history, and autobiography, including
Manhattan 1945 and The World of Venice. Her novel Last Letters from Hav was a finalist for the
Booker Prize. She lives in Wales. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Publishers WeeklyWith fluid, expressive prose, Welsh writer Morris (Lincoln) delivers an
intriguing vision of the small seaside Italian city of Trieste. In an account that is part detailed
history, part melancholy remembrance, Morris offers a vivid and loving description of a place
and an eloquent reflection on growing old. In this slim volume, supposedly Morris's last, the
author brilliantly weaves historic and personal memories (as the soldier James Morris, before
her sex-change operation, she was stationed there during WWII), observations on love, lust,
nationalism, exile and kindness, and a tender portrait of the oft-forgotten city. From glory to exile,
from affluence to desertion, Morris shares the city's triumphs and hardships as one would the life



story of an old and well-loved friend with affection, respect and a cheerful acceptance of little
personality quirks. Tossed between Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia and finally back to Italy, Trieste,
once one of the greatest port cities in the world, is now a sleepy town on the "end of its Italian
umbilical." Morris writes, "So it is with me, after a lifetime of describing the planet, and I look at
Trieste now as I would look into a mirror.... Much of this little book, then, has been a self-
description." Populated with the well-drawn ghosts of such luminaries as James Joyce, Sir
Richard Francis Burton and other "exiles" who made the city their home for a time, Morris's "little
book" is as exuberant as it is bittersweet, as resigned as it is wistful.Copyright 2001 Cahners
Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The
best book written in the 21st century." -- The Boston Globe, 10/11/2006 --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Located on a narrow, mountainous finger of Italy hard by Croatia
and Slovenia, the port city of Trieste is something of a backwater, little visited and seldom in the
news. As Jan Morris, who first came to Trieste as the English soldier James Morris in 1945,
writes, "It offers no unforgettable landmark, no universally familiar melody, no unmistakable
cuisine, hardly a single native name that anyone knows."Yet, as historian and travel writer Morris
ably demonstrates in this homage to one of her favorite cities (others about which she has
written are Hong Kong, Sydney, New York, and Venice), Trieste has many charms. Its history is
foremost among them, thanks to the city's former role as the sole port of the otherwise
landlocked Austro-Hungarian empire, which housed a small fleet there--a fleet that, from time to
time, would sail off to make war against the Ottomans or the Italians. At the beginning of the 20th
century, Trieste had grown to international importance as an entry point into Central Europe, so
much so that it was referred to as "the third entrance of the Suez Canal." Trieste briefly took
center stage at the onset of the cold war, when Marshall Tito claimed it for Yugoslavia; it narrowly
avoided being enveloped by the Iron Curtain. Morris tells all these stories and more, bringing the
city's past to life; no one should be surprised if Trieste sees more visitors thanks to her spirited
study.Yet Trieste and the Meaning of Nowhere is also a work tinged with melancholy. That befits
the city's faded glory, but it also has to do with the sad fact that this will be Morris's last book--or
so she promises. Let's hope she changes her mind. If not, however, this serves very well as the
capstone of a distinguished career. --Gregory McNamee--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Trieste and the Meaning of NowhereTrieste and the Meaning of NowhereJAN MORRISA
Member of the Perseus Books GroupCopyright © 2001 by Jan MorrisMap copyright © 2001 by
Anita Karl and Jim KempAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced,stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means,electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,without the prior written permission of the
publisher.Printed in the United States of America.Cataloging-in-Publication data for this bookis
available from the Library of Congress.From The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens by
Wallace Stevens,copyright 1954 by Wallace Stevens. Used by permission ofAlfred A. Knopf, a
division of Random House, Inc.“Watching the Needleboats at San Sabba,” fromCollected Poems
by James Joyce, copyright 1918 by B.W. Huebsch, Inc.,1927, 1936, by James Joyce, 1946 by
Nora Joyce. Used by permissionof Viking Penguin, a division of Penguin Putnam, Inc.Published
by Da Capo PressA Member of the Perseus Books GroupDa Capo Press books are available at
special discounts forbulk purchases in the U.S. by corporations, institutions, and
otherorganizations. For more information, please contact the Special MarketsDepartment at the
Perseus Books Group, 11 Cambridge Center,Cambridge, MA 02142, or call (800) 255-1514 or
(617) 252-5298, ore-mail j.mccrary@perseusbooks.com.ForELIZABETHand in memory
ofOTTO9th Queen’s Royal LancersJan Morris lived and wrote as James Morrisuntil she
completeda change of sexual rolein 1972.I was the world in which i walked, and what I saw Or
heard or felt came not but from myself===============Wallace StevensPROLOGUEAn
Angel PassesI cannot always see Trieste in my mind’s eye. Who can? It is not one of your iconic
cities, instantly visible in the memory or the imagination. It offers no unforgettable landmark, no
universally familiar melody, no unmistakeable cuisine, hardly a single native name that everyone
knows. It is a middle-sized, essentially middle-aged Italian seaport, ethnically ambivalent,
historically confused, only intermittently prosperous, tucked away at the top right-hand corner of
the Adriatic Sea, and so lacking the customary characteristics of Italy that in 1999 some 70
percent of Italians, so a poll claimed to discover, did not know it was in Italy at all.There are
moments in my life, nevertheless, when a suggestion of Trieste is summoned so exactly into my
consciousness that wherever I am, I feel myself transported there. The sensation is rather like
those arcane moments of hush that sometimes interrupt a perfectly ordinary conversation, and
are said to signify the passing of an angel. Perhaps on Biblical grounds—something to do with
the Crucifixion?—these are popularly supposed to happen at ten minutes before the hour, and it
is odd how frequently they do.For me they often signal Trieste. Ever since I arrived there as a
young soldier at the end of the second world war, this city has curiously haunted me. Whatever
has happened to Trieste, however much it changes, however often I go there, for more than half
a century the feelings it stirs in me have remained the same, and in those moments of sudden
stillness I am not simply re-visiting the place, I am re-examining myself too. When the clock
stands at ten before the hour, and the unseen courier flutters over, I find myself all alone on the



waterfront at Trieste, as it was long ago, and as it always remains for me.The Adriatic is blue and
silent, not a breath of wind stirring. Across the bay a small white castle stands, and the hills
around are harsh. The sun blazes, but not radiantly. A desultory tug crosses the harbour; a train
clanks somewhere; a small steamer belches smoke; a band plays in the distance and somebody
whistles a snatch of Puccini—or is that me? The heavily pompous buildings that line the shore,
spiked and pinnacled with symbolisms, seem to be deserted, as in siesta, and on the quay’s
edge a solitary angler sits hunched and motionless over a float that never bobs. Flags are
listless. A tram waits for passengers. The same angelic interlude that visited me at home in
Wales seems to have reached Trieste too.None of my responses to these scenes are exuberant,
but they are not despondent either. I am homesick, I am thinking sad thoughts about age, doubt
and disillusion, but I am not unhappy. I feel there are good people around, and an unspecified
yearning steals narcotically over me—what the Welsh language, in a well-loved word, calls
hiraeth. Pathos is part of it, but in a lyrical form to which I am sentimentally susceptible, and at
the same time I am excited by a suggestion of sensual desire. The allure of lost consequence
and faded power is seducing me, the passing of time, the passing of friends, the scrapping of
great ships! In sum I feel that this opaque seaport of my vision, so full of sweet melancholy,
illustrates not just my adolescent emotions of the past, but my lifelong preoccupations too. The
Trieste effect, I call it. It is as though I have been taken, for a brief sententious glimpse, out of
time to nowhere.I AM not the first to associate the city with nowhereness. The Viennese
playwright Hermann Bahr, arriving there in 1909, said he felt as though he were suspended in
unreality, as if he were “nowhere at all.” Trieste is a highly subjective sort of place, and often
inspires such fancies. People who have never been there generally don’t know where it is.
Visitors tend to leave it puzzled, and when they get home remember it with a vague sense of
mystery, something they can’t put a finger on. Those who know it better often seem to see it
figuratively, not just as a city but as an idea of a city, and it appears to have a particular influence
upon those of us with a weakness for allegory—that is to say, as the Austrian Robert Musil once
put it, those of us who suppose everything to mean more than it has any honest claim to
mean.The very geographical situation of the city is suggestive. It always seems to be on a fold in
the map, hemmed-in, hole-in-corner. A narrow coastal strip, never more than a few miles wide, is
all that connects it with the body of Italy. For the rest it is closely enveloped by Slav territories: the
frontier of Slovenia runs five miles from the city centre, Croatia begins ten miles to the south,
Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Hungary are all within a day’s drive. Trieste is like a peninsula
settlement, on a spit protruding out of western Europe into the sea of the Balkans. “The last
breath of civilization,” thought Chateaubriand in 1806, “expires on this coast where barbarism
starts.”Organically it is just as isolated. Close behind Trieste, pressing down towards the sea,
stands an outcrop plateau of the Julian Alps. You must cross it to get almost anywhere, and the
city stands confined between its slopes and the Adriatic. It is not a genial plateau, either. It is a
loveless limestone formation from which geologists have evolved the generic name of karst. The
Italians call it the Car so, the Slovenians the Kras, the Croats the Krs, and in all their languages



the name is onomatopoeic: the Karst is tough, flinty, pot-hole country, sparsely vegetated and
riddled with caverns and underground streams. The slopes immediately above Trieste have
been softened by tree-planting, but the Karst was a forbidding obstacle for travellers in the days
before good roads or railways, so stony and sterile was it, and infested by bandits. Even now it
suggests to me a zone of quarantine or exclusion, the sort of region that is marked with hatching
or dotted lines in historical atlases.Sometimes it has been delineated in that way, too, because
historically Trieste has been decidedly ambivalent. You need a historical atlas here. The place
began as a coastal village of Illyrians, a hazy Indo-Celtic people who traded with their immediate
neighbours in fish, salt, olive oil and wine. Rome colonized it, calling it Tergeste, Venice
pestered, raided and sporadically occupied it, and at the end of the fourteenth century its local
rulers entrusted it to the protection of the Habsburg monarchy in Vienna. This was the making of
it, because four centuries later it was the Habsburgs who brought it into the modern world. They
were then achieving peace at last with their ancient enemies the Turks, and having come to rule
all that corner of the Adriatic determined to make their continental empire a maritime empire too.
They chose Trieste to be its main sea-outlet to the world.In 1719 they declared the city a Free
Port, granting it many civic privileges and exemptions to encourage its development. They built a
new town on its shore, and eventually they made it a great deep-sea port, in effect the port of
Vienna. The merchants of Trieste became the real rulers of the place, superseding the remnants
of its indigenous patriciate, robustly co-existing with the Habsburg bureaucracy, and surviving
three brief periods of Napoleonic occupation. Connected to its hinterland to the north by roads
and railways across the Karst, Trieste prospered mightily from the trade of Austria, Hungary,
Bohemia and much of central Europe. By the turn of the twentieth century it was one of the
world’s great ports, a major point of connection between Europe and Asia. “The third entrance of
the Suez Canal,” they used to call it; the first commercial vessel to sail through the canal, even
before its official opening, was the steamship Primo of Trieste, and three more were present at
the inaugural ceremony in 1869.So Trieste was an imperial creation, and for a few generations it
was imperially satisfied. The bill of lading “Via Trieste” was familiar wherever merchant ships
sailed. This heyday did not last long, though. In 1919, at the end of the first world war, the
Habsburg empire fell apart. The newly invented kingdom of Yugoslavia inherited most of its
Adriatic possessions, but Trieste found itself snatched from its geography, as it were, and
appended to the recently united kingdom of Italy, whose east-ernmost outpost it became—on
the frontier of barbarism, politicians in Rome doubtless still thought. It was deprived of its own
interior. The port of empire inevitably withered, having no obvious purpose within Italy, and the
city declined into torpor—as Pope said of Vestal Virgins, and Gibbon of Ethiopia, “the world
forgetting, by the world forgot.”When in 1945 Italy in its turn was humiliated in the second world
war, poor Trieste was bandied among the victors. The now Communist rulers of Yugoslavia
coveted it, backed by their ideological comrades in the Soviet Union; the western Powers feared
it might become a Russian outlet to the Mediterranean. For a time the place was divided
between rival occupying armies—Britons and Americans in one part, Yugoslavs in another—and



for a year or two it became an independent Free Territory under the auspices of the United
Nations. But the antipathetic Powers of the Security Council, stymied by each others’ vetos,
could never agree upon an acceptable governor for it, and so under the pressures of the Cold
War the Free Territory project was abandoned. In 1954 the port-city proper was handed back to
Italy, and most of its immediate surroundings went to Yugoslavia.Nearly half a century later the
Yugoslav People’s Federation disintegrated too, and so it is that today Trieste still hangs there at
the end of its Italian umbilical, formally cut off from its hinterland—after those few glittering years
of imperial celebrity, never yet fulfilled again.FOR ME Trieste is an allegory of limbo, in the
secular sense of an indefinable hiatus. My acquaintance with the city spans the whole of my
adult life, but like my life it still gives me a waiting feeling, as if something big but unspecified is
always about to happen. The streets of Trieste today are as traffic-jammed and noisy as any
other European city of a quarter of a million souls, but they still strike me as half-empty even at
their most crowded moments, and I feel alone there even when I am among friends. For nearly
half a century the place has been part of Italy, and it is the capital both of its own eponymous
province and of the much wider Friuli-Venezia Giulia region; yet to me it is still an enclave sui
generis, where Latins, Slavs and Teutons have mingled, where artists, drop-outs, renegades,
exiles and remittance-men can retreat and with luck be happy—like Browning’s man-about-town
Waring, who ran away from London to escape the world’s weariness, and was last spotted with a
laughing urchin on a Trieste bum-boat, hawking wine and tobacco to a passing English brig. And
outsider that I am, I still see myself as part of that half-real, half-imagined seaport, so now that
after all these years I am writing a book about Trieste (my last book, too) it is bound to be a work
partly of civic impressionism, but partly of introspection—or self-indulgence.“And trieste,” wrote
James Joyce of this city, “ah trieste ate I my liver.” The phrase is apparently an adaptation of an
Italian idiom about being ill-humoured, and also possibly a pun on the words triste était mon
livre: but its subliminal hints—of the visceral, the surreal, the lonely, the hypochondriac, the self-
centred and the affectionate—roughly approximate my own reactions.ONEA City Down the HillIf
you come to it by car over the Karst, all the same, Trieste looks perfectly self-explanatory. The
road crosses the border out of Slovenia and reaches the village of Opicina, where the plateau
abruptly falls away through pine-woods towards the sea. There, a tall obelisk marks the
beginning of the city. It was erected in 1830 to commemorate the completion of the first proper
highroad across the Karst, connecting Vienna with its seaport on the Adriatic. Now the
monument is peeling and neglected, and its setting is suburban, but when it was new, it told the
grateful traveller that his journey across the wasteland was over, and he was reaching a haven of
imperial order—an up-to-date Mediterranean outpost of the empire of the Habs-burgs. The
young Austrian Archduke Ferdinand Joseph Maximilian came this way in 1850 and thought the
Karst a cursed desert, but he saw the distant appearance of the obelisk as a symbol of hope,
and urged his coachman to get a move on.For me an element of hope is the essence of
cityness, and when I see a city in the distance, out of the open country, I always get a move on
myself. The more isolated the city, the more hopeful, because then it offers a more spectacular



contrast to the bucolic world outside. Until lately the cycle of the countryside was regular and
foreseeable, governed by the seasons and the primeval needs of agriculture: the harvests came
and went, the lambs were born and slaughtered, sowing and reaping, calving and hay-making—
day after day, year after year, the dutiful round proceeded. All being well, there were no
surprises. Even the advent of silage and artificial fertilizers, even the prospect of genetic
interference, has not yet freed rural living from its age-old routines. Winter or summer, rain or
shine, sharp at six o’clock every morning of his life my neighbour Alwyn Parry drives up our lane
in his pickup to prepare the cows for milking.But the city! There matters change by the hour, and
people too. The city bursts with ideas as with traffic, a swirl of newness and surprise. Who can
be bored in a city? If you are tired of one activity you can try something else, change your job,
take your custom to another restaurant. Most human progress has been engendered in cities.
While the farmer ploughed his same old furrow, supervised by priest and landlord and
succeeded when the time came by sons and grandsons, away in the city people were devising
new ways of living, dressing, thinking, eating and believing. “Had I but plenty of money,” the poet
said (Browning again), “Money enough and to spare, / The house for me, no doubt, were a
house in a city square. / Ah, such a life, such a life, as one leads at the window there!” I agree
with him, lifelong country-dweller though I am. In our own times urbanism has begun to
overwhelm the rural way of things, but there is still enough disparity between town and country
to make me prod my postilion when I see a city down the hill.SURREAL? Hypochondriac?
Subliminal? Surely not. Our first sight of Trieste from the Opicina obelisk, high on the ridge above
the city limits, is as reassuring now as it was in Maximilian’s time. The city sprawls before us
apparently explicit and composed, and its setting is superb. If the weather is fine we can see it
all, there and then, like a diagram of its history. Trieste lies around two bays, the bay of Trieste to
the north, the bay of Muggia to the south, separated by a promontory—The Promontory, Triestini
used to call it. The coastline stretches away towards Split and Croatia one way, towards Venice
and Italy the other, with the blue hilly outline of Istria to the south, the flat shore of Friuli-Venezia
Giulia to the north and west. Often this tremendous scene is blurred—by rain or fog in the winter,
by heat-haze in the high summer—but sometimes it is almost preternaturally clear, and then one
can fancy a flash of sunshine from the golden domes of San Marco in Venice, seventy miles
away across the waters.On a little hill below us, beside Trieste’s northern bay, stands the original
walled settlement of the city, known to the Illyri-ans, the Romans and the Venetians. It has a
cathedral and a citadel upon its summit, a Roman amphitheatre in its flank, and its medieval
tumble of streets is still recognizable, running down to the waterfront—the pattern of the small
fortified port that grew out of Tergeste, and was perhaps rather like a less formidable Dubrovnik.
Nowadays Trieste’s Old City is partly obliterated by modern development, partly dingy with age,
partly prettied up, and has lost most of its ancient pride; but beside and around it, overpowering
its consequence, is the city the Habsburgs built as their imperial port.The prospect of this other
Trieste, much of it gleaming new in Maximilian’s day, must have cheered him up with its promise
of white tablecloths and decent beds. This was a universal compensation of imperialism, and his



contemporaries in British India found their spirits similarly rising when their trains drew into
Bombay or Lahore out of the endless Indian plains. “See you at the Club!” they cried to each
other in relief, as they hurried off to their hansom cabs, and Maximilian, after a look at the view
from the Obelisk (which still gets a capital O in Trieste), doubtless hastened back to his carriage,
shuffling the leaves from his boots, in the same expectant frame of mind. There in the lee of a
wilderness Habsburg Trieste was built, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with all urban
refinements. Its design was logical, its buildings were substantial, its streets were spacious, its
manner was amply complacent, for it was a mercantile city, a port city, built for the job. It was not
primarily concerned with politics, grace or leisure, like its architectural contemporaries St.
Petersburg, Calcutta or Bath. Hard work and enterprise were its hallmarks, but its builders knew
that creature comfort was next to profitability. It was a thoroughly modern and efficient urban
machine.Today both old and new Trieste are invested by industrial works and nondescript
suburbs of the last century, but from Opicina an imaginative eye can still see their first
relationship—an imperial relationship again, one settlement vastly dominating the other. The one
is still cramped beneath its castle, ves-tigially walled: the other confidently faces the sea, with
quays and jetties all along its waterfront, a grand splash of a piazza opening directly upon the
Adriatic, and a lighthouse on a mole enclosing the harbour. The little medieval town has a certain
delicacy to its muddle; the big Habsburg city has no subtlety, only measured swank. From one
you might hear the music of lutes and madrigals, from the other oom-pah-pah. For a
contemporary parallel you have only to go down the holiday coast into Croatia, where proud old
Venetian cities are awash in concrete hotels and camping sites: but again the contrast would be
familiar enough to officers of British India, because the complex alleys of castellan Trieste stand
amidst the symmetry of the Austrian city rather like an Indian bazaar town beside a neat and
whitewashed cantonment of the Raj.Yet time and setting have made a unity of them (as they
often have of the bazaar and the cantonment, and even of the camp-sites and the campaniles).
At the start of the twenty-first century there are few modern structures down there, by the
standards of most European cities. Trieste was not badly damaged by the wars, and high-rise
buildings are rare—local guidebooks call a six-storey structure a grattacielo, a skyscraper. If we
look selectively enough towards the city centre we still see much of what Maximilian saw, except
that in his day the northern bay down there, the bay of Trieste, was massed with masts and
riggings, and there were ships tied up at all those jetties, steamboats coming and going and
wagons rumbling along cobbled piers. “All motion and animation,” Maximilian thought it then. If a
warship of the Imperial Navy sailed in she was greeted with a gun-salute from the castle, and a
muffled echo would reach up here to the Obelisk itself.Today that bay is more subdued. Farther
away from us a new port has arisen, around the promontory in Muggia bay, and we can see
tankers and container vessels moored there, or coming in and out: but immediately below us the
central waterfront of Trieste, during a few grand generations the sea-gate of an empire, is likely
to be without any ships at all.FOR THE view from the Obelisk is hallucinatory, like our glimpse of
Venice in the sunshine. Only for a century or so was Habsburg Trieste as assured as it looks



from the hill. It was an ad hoc port, deliberately chosen and developed for imperial purposes,
and ports are more vulnerable than most cities to the vagaries of history. Across the world we
may see famous old havens now neglected or debased, sometimes simply because modern
ships need deeper water or different facilities, but sometimes because their fundamental
purpose has been lost. Everywhere once vigorous waterfront areas have been emasculated or
mutated, with reconstituted flagstones and fancy fittings, warehouses turned into trendy
apartments, novelty shops smelling of pot-pourri, dry docks filled in for more office space. The
quays where the lovely clippers berthed in Manhattan now form a maritime museum. The docks
in London where the East Indiamen unloaded their jutes and spices have been turned into
Docklands, a grim modish city of corporations. Bristol and Liverpool, once great bases of the
Atlantic trade, now find themselves on the wrong side of Britain for the European markets, just
as one day Hong Kong may wish it were on the mainland of China after all. Nearly everywhere
the jumble of port life, with all its stinks, noises and clashing colours, has been removed from city
centres, and so from the public consciousness.Much of this happened to Trieste too, abruptly
before its time. The port was not outmoded in any technical sense. It was simply made irrelevant
by the collapse of the empire that created it, and it has never been the same again. Empires
come and go, and their functions go with them. There may be a vessel or two down there—a
warship perhaps, a car-ferry, a tug, a tourist hydrofoil—and we can see the usual
conglomeration of yachts and launches in the inevitable city marina. But the bay of Trieste looks
a regretful bay. It can never be what it was, and reminds us from the start, as I was first reminded
half a century ago, that this city was built to a lost purpose.Trieste awaits us notwithstanding.
“Hurry up, coachman,” Maximilian calls as his carriage pulls away from the Obelisk, “the
Governor is expecting us for dinner.” We ourselves just press the accelerator, remembering that
we haven’t got a hotel reservation. Whichever century we inhabit, down we go, down the hairpin
bends from Opicina, our leather seats creaking or our plastic dashboards rattling, down from the
Karst into the grey streets of Trieste (or Triest, as the Austrians spell it, or Trst as the Slovenes
prefer, and the Croats down the road).TWOPreferring a BlurWe need not really hurry. His
Excellency the Governor is of course honoured to receive the Archduke any time he arrives in
the city, and we shall find that there are plenty of vacancies at the Albergo Ducha d’Aosta. Trieste
can be a bewildering city, but it is habitually free of hassle. You can drift through this place,
thinking about something else, as easily as anywhere in Europe. Its traffic generally stops for you
at pedestrian crossings. Its buskers and beggars thank you politely if you give them something,
and do not reproach you if you decline. Everyone seems pleased to be helpful.It is not, mind you,
a city made for pedants: the shop you want has probably adjourned for the holidays, the
museum is temporarily closed for refurbishing, you’ve just missed the bus owing to schedule
changes, the gallery is not in the telephone book and opens only in the summer season. But for
the drifter it is just right. Even in the 1900s, when Trieste was in its powerful prime, it was a
loitering kind of place. The English writer Robert Hitchens thought it half-asleep. Joyce liked
walking about it, polishing phrases in his head. Italo Svevo wrote a novel largely concerned with



strolling its streets, and the poet Umberto Saba composed a lyric about wandering the entire city
contemplating his own “grave evasive life”—my own practice exactly, except for the gravity.SO
OUR entry into Trieste is unlikely to be demanding. Since we have arrived in the evening (vide
the Governor’s dinner party) and on a day in the fall (cf Maximilian’s shuffling of the leaves) the
traffic is thick, but not frenzied. There is not much blasting of horns—road-rage is not a Trieste
failing—or blowing of police-persons’ whistles. When the street lights come on they are
subdued, and at the end of an autumn day’s work the city hardly feels as though it is preparing
for an evening out, only ambling home to the game shows on TV.It is hardly an inspiring
introduction, either. The outskirts of the city are shabby, drab and colourless, the downtown
centre is sombre. Statues, fountains and frescos are everywhere, but in the gathering dusk all
seems monochrome. Heavy arcaded streets lurch in parallel past our windows, with pompous
palaces of plutocracy one after the other, a Gothically steepled church here, a stately railway
station there. The General Post Office is enormous. The Banca d’Italia is immense. The Palace
of Justice is foreboding. Steep stone staircases link one street with another. A tunnel inexplicably
disappears into a hillside. What looks like a prison is only an old dock warehouse. What is surely
the Prefect’s Palace is a branch office of an insurance company. Paul Theroux, recording his
impressions of Trieste in 1995, employed the adjectives serious, gloomy, dull, solemn and
lugubrious. To me Trieste on an autumn evening suggests the work of those English Victorian
painters who specialized in seaports at the end of the day, with pale gaslight shining on wet
pavements, and pub windows dimly illuminated. Also at such twilight moments I find it easy to
imagine a Trieste handed over to the authority of some now defunct People’s Republic, as it so
nearly was in 1945, to be re-created swart, suspicious and smelling of sausages.But if after
checking in at the hotel we stroll around the corner to a restaurant, we shall find it, on the
contrary, comfortably bourgeois. No fragrance of offal here, only of mushrooms or vegetable
soup. The furnishings are plush, the lights are not glaring, near the door there is a serving-wagon
loaded with fish on ice. No more than a dozen customers, I would say, are at their victuals in this
decorous retreat, and they all look like members of the upper middle classes, of a certain age:
doctors and their wives, we may surmise, a few academics, a bookseller perhaps, a couple of
cultivated businessmen. They all seem to know each other, swopping pleasantries across the
tables and eyeing one another’s dresses without embarrassment. They listen with attention to
each other’s conversations, they are careful not to notice when a rucksacked couple comes in
wearing jeans and T-shirts, and they are all clearly well-known to the management. For that
matter so am I, if this is, as I rather think it is, the same restaurant at whose table, in 1978, I wrote
with vinous pleasure in the book I was reading “Am I really paid to do this?”
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John P. Jones III, “The crepuscular city…. ,that is, Trieste, which is the “epitome of Mitteleuropa –
of Europe distilled, as it were.” So wrote Jan Morris, who started life as James Morris, about one
of those delightful “niche’’ places on the map, whose original purpose has long been
superseded. Can the purpose for its existence be “re-invented”? Morris cites similar other
places, like Danzig or Tangiers. I thought of an air force base in eastern New Mexico that was
given three years to find a purpose for its existence, or it would be closed down. (Sure enough,
they found one!)Trieste was founded as the port city for the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which was
dissolved at the end of World War I. Its natural hinterland was present day Czech, Slovakia,
Hungary, et al. Morris identifies 1897 as the imperial high water mark, when the band played the
Radetzky March in the Plaza, of which only hints of its former grandeur remain (I listened to the
March on YouTube trying to obtain a feeling for that time.) On the edge of three ethnic “tectonic
plates,” Slav, German and Italian, the city truly has been a political football. It took “the world”
almost a decade after the Second World War to decide what to do with it: should it be part of
Yugoslavia, an Independent City, or part of Italy? The last won out, so the city found itself at the
far eastern end of “nowhere,” cut off from its hinterland by the “Iron Curtain.”Morris provides an
outstanding historical narrative of Trieste during the days of the Empire. She relates how
Guglielmo Oberdan, who fled Austrian conscription, and became an Italian, returned to Trieste in
an unsuccessful effort to kill the Emperor, Franz Joseph, in 1882. It was a precursor of the ethnic
hatreds that led to the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand, which would commence
World War I. Of particular interest are her descriptions of the writers who found nurture in Trieste,
in particular, James Joyce, who wrote 
  
A Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man

  
  
there. She is less complementary concerning another fellow traveler and writer, Sir Richard
Burton, who ended his days there as a British Consular official. Of personal interest, I had just
read and reviewed my first book written by John Berger. Morris quotes from Berger’s novel “G,”
about a doctor who could not speak the language of his patients with the rationale: “… a cow
didn’t have to explain its symptoms to a vet.” A memorable quip that encapsulates ethnic



contempt.Morris provides thoughtful description of the natural world in which Trieste is set, the
harbor, and the high stony infertile Karst that dominates its background. She also describes the
Istria peninsula, just to the south of Trieste, which once had a significant Italian population that
had to relocate after WWII, as this peninsula was allocated to Yugoslavia.The lead review on this
book, published in 2002, entitled “Trieste Mia” gives some useful insights into the city from
another who lived there. The review said that Morris viewed the city with far too much
melancholy, and I would agree. Morris appears to have always been alone there, which might
account for this outlook. Trieste might be better seen with a friend, though I’m not sure “Trieste is
for lovers” is an expression that has gained tractions. I remain impressed with Morris’ erudition,
and insights into one of those fascinating places in the world where different forces collide. I
thank a fellow Amazon reviewer for this excellent recommendation. 5-stars.”

Carlos Carmagnola, “Beautiful reading with key historical info. Very poetic. A unique city. It was
part of several different countries. Including the Austro-Hungarian Empire, until it was again
taken by Italy, at the end of WWI. See the pics of an artistic medal coined in 1879, part of my
collection of artistic medals.This wonderful piece of art and history, shows the wounds of WWI.
Obviously an Italian officer, when they occupied Trieste, released his anger and sadness cutting
the edge of the medal, with a knife or bayonette.We see in it Emperor Giuseppe Francesco and
Sisi.The great composer and director Gustav Mahler also conducted in Triesta around
1907.Joyce spent many years there.The books includes so nice passages, and one cannot
avoid thinking about Maximilian and Carlota when reading about the Miramar Castle.Very
touching the passage of the birds around Miramar, seen from a boat.Reference to main
attractions and historical figures. Piazzas, sculptures, war monuments, cafes, hotels, et
cetera.Spectacular reading. One of those books one inevitably reads at least twice, if not more
times.It is also an invitation to visit the city and the surrounding areas and other cities and
countries.”

Jon Willis, “Pure Jan Morris. I have enjoyed a half dozen or so of Jan Morris' stories over the
years, and "Trieste" was no exception to this experience. I read the book in part because Trieste
was one of the most productive literary locations for Sir Richard Burton, one of my exploration
heroes, and it was the city of his passing. I have also traveled throughout this region in recent
years and am fascinated by the confluence of eastern and western Christianity, and Islam.Morris
brings this all together in her interpretation of Trieste as a "city of nowhere", because its glory
seems to be all in the past; which has become a "city for everyone", a riff on Pico Iyer's "Global
Soul". I loved her comparison of an aged Trieste with those of us who are aging people, wherein
both this city and us septuagenarians come to realize that one of the things that matters most in
life is simply being kind to other people, which she observes is a singular quality of the denizens
of Trieste.This is a thoughtful, intelligent, loving story of a place dear to the heart of Ms Morris.
You will enjoy it.”



J Seymour, “Only Morris could turn Trieste into a gem. Lots of writers can write well about can't-
lose subjects, but Trieste is not such a subject. Morris has made a silk purse out of a sow's
ear.But this book was obviously scanned then optically converted back to text. If it is asking too
much of the publisher to have someone read through it to catch the bugs, couldn't they at least
do a spell check?”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliantly thought-provoking.... ...yet softly written. The author's grasp of
history, politics, geography, and humanity is deep and powerful. I've spent a brief time in Trieste,
but this book would resonate with readers who've never ventured far from home.”

Jenifer Ehreth, “Trieste insight. This was a thoughtful discussion of both Trieste and places that
give meaning in life. The history and its impact on current Trieste was also interesting.”

JTSUKAGOSHI, “Excellent. Excellent”

Mary Pearson, “Highly personal and original travel memoir. This was a fascinting book about a
city I have now visited. It gave me a feeling for the place, its history and its people. Now I have
visited Trieste, I can fully appreciate Jan Morris's point of view and will re-read it, it was so well
written and so evocative of this 'Austro/Italian' city on the edge of Italy.”

ignorethepain, “An Inspiring Read. I really enjoyed the poetic language and imagination
employed in this book. It also gave me inspiring knowledge about Trieste, and perhaps played a
part in my coming to visit the place. However, the book is enjoyable even with no intention of
ever visiting the city. It is written in such a way as to capture the readers imagination, and speaks
of those things that matter in all places and at all times. It captures something meaningful about
life generally.”

J. H. Dingle, “A fine farewell. Love the elegiac qualities and the mixing of the personal and the
historic. I loved the sense of this being her last book and Trieste, that unsung but highly
interesting city, being its focus. Just the title meant I had to buy it, and the number of Joyce refs
just about met my needs. Helped bring a brief visit to the city more to life.”

Caroline, “Jan Morris does not disappoint. I loved this book - cover to cover. I (re)-discovered
Trieste via Jan Morris's descriptions and layered histories of this enigmatic city and
surroundings. I will never be able to see Illy coffee again without conjuring up a picture of that
great canal.....”

Ian S, “Atmospheric and fascinating. I bought this as research into Trieste, a city I've long been
fascinated by but never visited. Sure there's an autobiographical element to the book but it's so
well written that you can either read it as a wonderful historical travelogue or something deeper



depending on your perspective.”

The book by Jan Morris has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 298 people have provided feedback.
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